
Job Reference: MENTOR01
Job Start Date: ASAP 
Position Type: Contract/Part time 
Role: Mentor
Hours: Flexible  
Location: London (depending on event)
Pay: Upon Request

The LIFE Creations mentors are architects designed to accomplish LIFE 
Creations’ goal to build giants by diligently and consistently being by the side 
of all of LIFE Creations’ clients and partners in order to help them accomplish 
their desired goals. Mentors are some of the core motivators to LIFE 
Creations’ clients and customers by assuring all of their needs are met and 
that they are constantly filled with wisdom, positivity and joy. The mentor is 
responsible for bringing out the best in the mentee they have be allocated.

The mentor would naturally be in alignment with who the mentee aspires to 
be. I.e. A young boy wanting to get into finances etc. will be allocated an 
active investor who has a passion to build people to excel. The mentor will 
design the time around their time schedule of which them and the mentee can 
build goals, set targets and progress accordingly. There are different type of 
mentoring programmes: one on one stretched over 12 hours as a minimum 
target or a 12 month programme of which the mentee will have to have 
become an ambassador to participate with such length. 

Mentor must:

- Be diligent
- Great with time
- Amazing interpersonal and personal skills
- Excellent at recording data, information 
- Organised
- Able to demonstrate commitment
- Very responsive and alert
- Be eligible to work in the UK
- Be able to provide at least 2 excellent references

If successful, candidate will be monitored for a month before becoming a 
permanent member of staff. Paid work throughout

For full details contact:

Yvonne Eba
07944775294
yvonne@lifecreationsltd.com

If you think YOU have what it takes to be an amazing assistant within an 
amazing company APPLY NOW! *MUST BE DBS CHECKED*

mailto:yvonne@lifecreationsltd.com

